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POINT TRANSITIVITY, ∆-TRANSITIVITY AND MULTI-MINIMALITY
ZHIJING CHEN, JIAN LI, AND JIE L ¨U
ABSTRACT. Let (X , f ) be a topological dynamical system and F be a Furstenberg fam-
ily (a collection of subsets of N with hereditary upward property). A point x ∈ X is called
an F -transitive point if for every non-empty open subset U of X the entering time set of
x into U , {n ∈ N : f n(x) ∈U}, is in F ; the system (X , f ) is called F -point transitive if
there exists some F -transitive point. In this paper, we first discuss the connection be-
tween F -point transitivity and F -transitivity, and show that weakly mixing and strongly
mixing systems can be characterized by F -point transitivity, completing results in [Tran-
sitive points via Furstenberg family, Topology Appl. 158 (2011), 2221–2231]. We also
show that multi-transitivity, ∆-transitivity and multi-minimality can also be characterized
by F -point transitivity, answering two questions proposed by Kwietniak and Oprocha
[On weak mixing, minimality and weak disjointness of all iterates, Erg. Th. Dynam.
Syst., 32 (2012), 1661–1672].
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper a topological dynamical system (or just dynamical system, sys-
tem) is a pair (X , f ), where X is a compact metric space and f : X → X is a continuous
map. A topological dynamical system (X , f ) is called transitive if for every two non-
empty open subsets U and V of X there exists a positive integer k such that U ∩ f−k(V ) is
not empty.
It is well known that the study of transitive systems and its classification plays a big
role in topological dynamics. There are several ways to classify transitive systems. One
of them started by Furstenberg is to classify transitive systems by the hitting time sets
of two non-empty open subsets. Let F be a Furstenberg family (a collection of subsets
of N with hereditary upward property). We call (X , f ) is F -transitive if for every two
non-empty open subsets U,V of X the hitting time set of U and V , N(U,V ) := {n ∈ N :
U ∩ f−n(V ) 6= /0}, is in F .
We say that (X , f ) is weakly mixing if the product system (X ×X , f × f ) is transitive.
In his seminal paper [6], Furstenberg showed that a topological dynamical system (X , f )
is weakly mixing if and only if it is {thick sets}-transitive. The authors in [1], [12], [19]
and [20] have successfully classified many transitive systems by using this way. However,
proper families have not been found for some important classes of transitive systems such
as M-systems and E-systems. Recently, the second author of this paper proposed a new
way in [24], called F -point transitivity, to classify these systems. Let F be a Furstenberg
family. A point x ∈ X is called an F -transitive point if for every non-empty open subset
U of X the entering time set of x into U , N(x,U) := {n ∈ N : f n(x) ∈U}, is in F ; the
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system (X , f ) is called F -point transitive if there exists some F -transitive point. It is
shown in [24] that E-systems, M-systems, weakly mixing E-systems, weakly mixing M-
systems and HY-systems can be characterized by F -point transitivity. But the following
problem is still open.
Question 1. Can weakly mixing systems be characterized by F -point transitivity?
In section 3, we first discuss the connection between F -point transitivity and F -
transitivity, and show that weakly mixing systems and strongly mixing systems can be
also characterized by F -point transitivity, giving a positive answer to Question 1.
In fact, our characterization of weak mixing also answers the Problem 1 in [15] in the
framework of hypercyclic operators on a Fre´chet space. A linear dynamical systems is a
pair (X ,T ), where X is a Fre´chet space (or more general a topological vector space) and
T : X → X is a continuous and linear operator. We refer the reader to [16] for the details
concerning linear dynamical systems. In [3], Bayart and Grivaux introduced the notion
of frequently hypercyclic operators, in other words, {positive lower density sets}-point
transitivity in our setting. It is shown in [14] that frequently hypercyclic operators are
weakly mixing. Latter, several authors show that {positive upper Banach density sets}-
point transitive operators are weakly mixing (see [25] or [28]). The authors in [4] studied
in detail how fast the integers of the sets N(x,U) could increase to ensure that the operator
is weakly mixing. In [15], Grosse-Erdmann and Peris asked that within the framework of
hypercyclic operators on a Fre´chet space, is there a ‘nice’ condition expressed in terms
of the sets N(x,U) that characterizes the weakly mixing property? Following Birkhoff
transitivity theorem (see [16, Theorem 2.19]), our characterization of weak mixing can be
applied to characterize weak mixing operators.
In [8], Furstenberg and Weiss showed that the famous topological multiple recurrence
theorem as following, which can be applied to prove the van der Waerden theorem in
combinatorics.
Theorem 1.1 ([8, 7]). Let (X , f ) be a minimal dynamical system. Then for each m ∈ N,
there exists a residual subset Y of X such that for every point x ∈ Y the diagonal m-tuple
(x,x, . . . ,x) is a recurrent point in Xm under the action of f × f 2×·· ·× f m, that is, there
exists a sequence {nk} of positive integers such that
lim
k→∞
f ink(x) = x, for i = 1,2, . . . ,m.
This result highlights the importance of researching the properties of f × f 2×·· ·× f n.
Using the structure theory of minimal systems, Glasner proved the following interesting
result.
Theorem 1.2 ([9, 10]). Let (X , f ) be a weakly mixing minimal system. Then for each
m ∈ N, there exists a residual subset Y of X such that for every point x ∈ Y the diagonal
m-tuple (x,x, . . . ,x) has a dense orbit in Xm under the action of f × f 2×·· ·× f m, that is
{( f n(x), f 2n(x), . . . , f mn(x)) : n = 0,1, . . .} is dense in Xm.
In 2010, Moothathu [26] provided a simplified proof of Theorem 1.2 without resorting
to the heavy machinery of the structure theory of minimal systems. He also asked whether
(X , f ) should possess the following two properties:
(1) For each m ∈ N, (Xm, f × f 2×·· ·× f m) is transitive.
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(2) For each m ∈ N, there exists a residual subset Y of X such that for every point
x ∈Y the diagonal m-tuple (x,x, . . . ,x) has a dense orbit in Xm under the action of
f × f 2×·· ·× f m.
Following [26], we will say that (X , f ) is multi-transitive if it satisfies (1) and that (X , f )
is ∆-transitive if it satisfies (2). It is shown in [26] that weak mixing, multi-transitivity
and ∆-transitivity are equivalent for minimal systems.
Moothathu asked whether there are implications between multi-transitivity and weak
mixing for general (non-minimal) systems. In 2012, Kwietniak and Oprocha [21] showed
that in general there is no connection between weak mixing and multi-transitivity by
constructing examples of weakly mixing but non-multi-transitive and multi-transitive but
non-weakly mixing systems. They proposed the following natural problem.
Question 2. Is there any non-trivial characterization of multi-transitive weakly mixing
systems?
In a recent paper [5], we show that multi-transitivity can be characterized by F -
transitivity. In section 4, we will show that multi-transitivity can be also characterized
by F -point transitivity.
It is shown in [26] that ∆-transitivity implies weak mixing, but there exists a strongly
mixing system which is not ∆-transitive. Another natural problem is the following:
Question 3. Is there any non-trivial characterization of ∆-transitive systems?
In section 5, we will show that ∆-transitive systems can be characterized F -point tran-
sitivity, while they can not be characterized by F -transitivity.
A dynamical system is called multi-minimal if for every n ∈ N, the system (Xn, f ×
f 2×·· ·× f n) is minimal. In [26], Moothathu was not aware that there have been some
study in this topic. But the terminology is slightly different to multi-minimality. See a
brief introduction in [21]. Kwietniak and Oprocha [21] also remarked that although every
weakly mixing minimal system is multi-transitive, it is not necessarily multi-minimal.
The discrete horocycle flow h is an example of a weakly mixing minimal homeomorphism
but not multi-minimal (see [11, pp.26, 105–110]). By this observation, Kwietniak and
Oprocha proposed the following problem in [21].
Question 4. Is there any non-trivial characterization of multi-minimality in terms of some
dynamical properties?
In section 6, we answer this question by showing that multi-minimal systems can be
also characterized by F -point transitivity, while they can not be characterized by F -
transitivity.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, the sets of integers, non-negative integers and positive integers are de-
noted by Z, Z+ and N respectively. For r ∈ N, denote Nr = N×N×·· ·×N (r-copies)
and Nr∗ = {(n1,n2, . . . ,nr) ∈ Nr : n1 < n2 < · · ·< nr}. For M, N ∈N with M ≤ N, denote
by [M,N] = {M,M+1, . . . ,N} and [M,+∞) = {M,M+1, . . .}.
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2.1. Topological dynamics. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. For two subsets U , V of
X , we define the hitting time set of U and V by
N(U,V ) = {n ∈ N : f n(U)∩V 6= /0}= {n ∈ N : U ∩ f−n(V ) 6= /0}.
For a point x ∈ X and a subset U of X , we define the entering time set of x into U by
N(x,U) = {n ∈ N : f n(x) ∈U}.
When there is more than one action on the underlying space, we will use the notations
N f (U,V) and N f (x,U) to avoid ambiguity.
The system (X , f ) is called minimal if it has no proper closed invariant subsets, that is,
if K ⊂ X is non-empty, closed and f (K)⊂K, then K = X . A point x∈ X is called minimal
if it is contained in some minimal subsystem of (X , f ).
We say that (X , f ) is (topologically) transitive if for every two non-empty open subsets
U and V of X , the hitting time set N(U,V ) is non-empty; totally transitive if (X , f n) is
transitive for any n ∈ N; weakly mixing if the product system (X ×X , f × f ) is transitive;
strongly mixing if for every two non-empty open subsets U and V of X , the hitting time
set N(U,V ) is cofinite, that is, there exists N ∈ N such that [N,+∞)⊂ N(U,V ).
For a point x ∈ X , denote the orbit of x by Orb(x, f ) = {x, f (x), f 2(x), . . . , f n(x), . . .}.
Let ω(x, f ) be the ω-limit set of x, i.e., ω(x, f ) is the limit set of Orb(x, f ). A point
x ∈ X is called a recurrent point if x ∈ ω(x, f ), and a transitive point if ω(x, f ) = X . For
a transitive system (X , f ), a point x ∈ X is a transitive point if and only if the orbit of x
is dense in X . It is not hard to verified that a system (X , f ) is transitive if and only if the
collection of all transitive points, denoted by Trans(X , f ), is a dense Gδ subset of X and
(X , f ) is minimal if and only if Trans(X , f ) = X .
A dynamical system (X , f ) is an E-system if it is transitive and there is an invariant
Borel probability measure µ with full support, i.e., supp(µ) = {x ∈ X : for every open
neighborhood U of x, µ(U)> 0}= X ; an M-system if it is transitive and has dense mini-
mal points.
Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. We say that (X , f ) has dense small periodic sets if
for every non-empty open subset U of X there exists a closed subset Y of U and k∈N such
that Y is invariant for f k (i.e., f k(Y ) ⊂ Y ). Clearly, if (X , f ) has dense periodic points,
then it has dense small periodic sets. We say that (X , f ) is an HY-system if it is totally
transitive and has dense small periodic sets [24].
Let Λ = {0,1} be equipped with the discrete topology. Let Σ = ΛZ+ denote the set
of all infinite sequence of symbols in Λ indexed by the non-negative integers Z+ with
the product topology. The shift transformation is a continuous map σ : Σ → Σ given by
(σ(x))i = xi+1, where x = x0x1x2 · · · . A subshift is any non-empty closed subset X of Σ
such that σ(X)⊂ X .
A word of length k is a finite sequence ω = ω1ω2 · · ·ωk of elements of {0,1}. The
length of a word ω is denoted as |ω|. We say that a word ω = ω1ω2 · · ·ωk appears in
x = (xi) ∈ Σ at position t if xt+ j−1 = ω j for j = 1,2, . . . ,k. A cylinder in a subshift X ⊂ Σ
is any set [u] = {x ∈ X : x0x1 . . .xn−1 = u}, where u is a word with length n. The family
of cylinders in a subshift X ⊂ Σ is a base of the topology of X inherited from Σ.
For any P⊂ N we define
ΣP = {x ∈ Σ : xi = x j = 1⇒ |i− j| ∈ P∪{0}}.
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It is easily verified that ΣP is a subshift. We will call a subshifts defined in this way the
spacing subshifts (see [23] and [2]). For a cylinder [w] in Σ, let [w]P = [w]∩ΣP.
2.2. Furstenberg families. Let P denote the collection of all subsets of N. A subset F
of P is called a Furstenberg family (or just a family), if it is hereditary upward, i.e.,
F1 ⊂ F2 and F1 ∈F imply F2 ∈F .
A family F is called proper if it is a non-empty proper subset of P , i.e., neither empty
nor all of P . Any non-empty collection A of subsets of N naturally generates a family
[A ] = {F ⊂ N : A⊂ F for some A ∈A }.
For a family F , the dual family of F , denoted by κF , is
{F ∈P : F ∩F ′ 6= /0 for every F ′ ∈F}.
Sometimes the dual family κF is also denoted by F ∗. Let Fin f be the family of all
infinite subsets of N. It is easy to see that its dual family κFin f is the family of all
cofinite subsets of N, denoted by Fc f .
A subset F of N is called thick if it contains arbitrarily long runs of positive integers,
i.e., for every n ∈ N there exists some an ∈ N such that [an,an + n] ⊂ F , and syndetic if
there is N ∈ N such that [n,n+N]∩F 6= /0 for every n ∈ N. The families of all thick sets
and syndetic sets are denoted by Ft and Fs respectively. It is easy to see that κFs = Ft .
For n ∈ Z and F ⊂ N, put
F +n = {k+n : k ∈ F}∩N.
A family F is called translation ± invariant if for every n ∈ Z+ and every F ∈F , we
have F±n ∈F . It is easy to see that Fin f , Fc f , Ft and Fs are translation ± invariant.
For a subset F ⊂ N, the difference set of F is F −F = {a− b : a,b ∈ F and a > b}.
For a family F , the difference family of F is ∆(F ) = [{F−F : F ∈F}].
2.3. Topological dynamics via Furstenberg families. The idea of using Furstenberg
families to describe dynamical properties goes back at least to Gottschalk and Hed-
lund [13]. It was developed further by Furstenberg [7]. For a systematic study and recent
results, see [1], [12], [19] and [20].
Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and F be a family. A point x ∈ X is called F -
recurrent if for every neighborhood U of x the entering time set N(x,U) is in F . In [13],
Gottschalk and Hedlund characterized the entering time sets of minimal points.
Lemma 2.1 ([13]). Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and x ∈ X. Then x is a minimal
point if and only if it is Fs-recurrent.
Recall that a dynamical system (X , f ) is called F -transitive if for every two non-empty
open subsets U,V of X the hitting time set N(U,V ) is in F ; F -central if for every non-
empty open subset U of X the hitting time set N(U,U) is in F ; F -mixing if (X×X , f× f )
is F -transitive.
Lemma 2.2 ([6, 1]). Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and F be a family. Then
(1) (X , f ) is weakly mixing if and only if it is Ft-transitive.
(2) (X , f ) is strongly mixing if and only if it is Fc f -transitive.
(3) (X , f ) is F -mixing if and only if it is F -transitive and weakly mixing.
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The following lemma describes the relationship between F -transitivity and F -center.
Lemma 2.3 ([1]). Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and let F ⊂Fin f be a proper transla-
tion + invariant family. Then the system (X , f ) is F -transitive if and only if it is transitive
and F -central.
Definition 2.4 ([24]). Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and F be a family. A point x∈ X
is called an F -transitive point if for every non-empty open subset U of X , the entering
time set N(x,U) is in F . Denote the set of all F -transitive points by TransF (X , f ). We
say that the system (X , f ) is F -point transitive if there exists some F -transitive point in
X .
The following lemma is easy to verified.
Lemma 2.5. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. Then
(1) (X , f ) is transitive if and only if it is Fin f -point transitive.
(2) (X , f ) is minimal if and only if it is Fs-point transitive if and only if TransFs(X , f )=
X.
We collect some results of F -point transitive as following and refer the reader to [24]
for the definitions of Furstenberg families.
Theorem 2.6 ([18, 20]). Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. Then
(1) (X , f ) is an E-system if and only if it is {positive upper Banach density sets}-point
transitive.
(2) (X , f ) is an M-system if and only if it is {piecewise syndetic sets}-point transitive.
Theorem 2.7 ([24]). Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. Then
(1) (X , f ) is a weakly mixing E-system if and only if it is {D-sets}-point transitive.
(2) (X , f ) is a weakly mixing M-system if and only if it is {central sets}-point transi-
tive.
(3) (X , f ) is an HY-system if and only if it is {weakly thick sets}-point transitive.
3. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN F -TRANSITIVITY AND F -POINT TRANSITIVITY
In this section, we discuss the connection between F -transitivity and F -point tran-
sitivity. First, we show that many classes of transitive systems can not be classified by
F -transitivity.
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a class of transitive systems. If A contains at least one non-
periodic system and there exists some strongly mixing system which is not in A, then there
does not exist a Furstenberg family F such that a dynamical system is in A if and only if
it is F -transitive.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a Furstenberg family F such that a dynamical system
is in A if and only if it is F -transitive. First, we show that Fc f ⊂ F . Let (X , f ) be a
non-periodic system in A and F ∈Fc f . There exists N ∈ N such that [N,∞) ⊂ F . Pick
a transitive point x in (X , f ). Since (X , f ) is non-periodic, f i(x) 6= f j(x) for all positive
integers i, j with i 6= j. By the continuity of f , there is an open neighborhood U of x
such that U ∩ f i(U) = /0 for i = 1,2, . . . ,N. Then N(U,U)⊂ [N,∞). By F -transitivity of
(X , f ), we have N(U,U)∈F . Then [N,∞)∈F and F ∈F . This implies that Fc f ⊂F .
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Let (Y,g) be a strongly mixing system which is not in A. By Lemma 2.2, (Y,g) is
Fc f -transitive and then F -transitive. This is a contradiction. 
Remark 3.2. By Lemma 2.5, Theorems 2.6 and 2.7, the collections of all minimal sys-
tems, E-systems, M-systems, weakly mixing E-systems, weakly mixing M-systems and
HY-systems can be classified by F -point transitivity. But there exists a strongly mix-
ing system which is not an E-system (see [17]). Then by Proposition 3.1, all of those
collections can not be classified by F -transitivity.
We shall use the following lemma which is a folklore result, for completeness we pro-
vide a proof.
Lemma 3.3. Let (X , f ) be a transitive system and x ∈ X be a transitive point. Then for
every two non-empty open subsets U and V of X, we have
N(U,V ) = N(x,V )−N(x,U).
Proof. Let n ∈ N(U,V ). Then U ∩ f−n(V ) is a non-empty open subset of X . Since x is
transitive point, there exists k ∈ N such that f k(x) ∈U ∩ f−n(V ). Then k ∈ N(x,U) and
k+n ∈ N(x,V ), which imply n ∈ N(x,V )−N(x,U).
Now assume that n∈N(x,V )−N(x,U). Then there exist n1 ∈N(x,U) and n2 ∈N(x,V )
with n2 − n1 = n. That is f n1(x) ∈ U and f n2(x) ∈ V . Let y = f n1(x) ∈ U . We have
f n(y) = f n( f n1(x)) = f n2(x) ∈V . This shows that n ∈ N(U,V ). 
Recall that for a family F , the difference family of F is ∆(F ) = [{F−F : F ∈F}].
By Lemma 3.3, we have the following easy fact.
Lemma 3.4. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and F be a family. If (X , f ) is F -point
transitive, then it is ∆(F )-central.
To show that F -transitivity implies what is kind of point transitivity, we should intro-
duce a new kind of family. For a family F , the reverse difference family of F is defined
as
∇(F ) = {F ⊂ N : F−F ∈F}.
Proposition 3.5. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and F be a family. Then the following
conditions are equivalent.
(1) (X , f ) is transitive and F -central;
(2) (X , f ) is ∇(F )-point transitive;
(3) Trans∇(F )(X , f ) = Trans(X , f ) 6= /0.
Proof. (1)⇒(3) Let x be a transitive point of (X , f ). We want to show that x is also a
∇(F )-transitive point. Let U be a non-empty open subset of X . By Lemma 3.3, we have
N(U,U) = N(x,U)−N(x,U). Since (X , f ) is F -central, N(U,U) ∈F , then N(x,U) ∈
∇(F ). Hence x is a ∇(F )-transitive point.
(3)⇒(2) is obvious.
(2)⇒(1) Clearly (X , f ) is transitive. Now pick a ∇(F )-transitive point x ∈ X . Then
for every non-empty open subset U of X , one has N(U,U) = N(x,U)−N(x,U). Since
N(x,U) is in ∇(F ), by the definition of the reverse difference family, we have N(U,U)
is in F . Then (X , f ) is F -central. 
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Proposition 3.6. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and F ⊂ Fin f be a proper transla-
tion + invariant family. Then (X , f ) is F -transitive if and only if (X , f ) is ∇(F )-point
transitive.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 3.5. 
It is not known in [24] that whether we can classify weak mixing by F -point transi-
tivity. Now by Lemma 2.2, Proposition 3.6 and the fact that both Ft and Fc f are proper
translation + invariant families, we immediately obtain the following result.
Theorem 3.7. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. Then
(1) (X , f ) is weakly mixing if and only if it is ∇(Ft)-point transitive;
(2) (X , f ) is strongly mixing if and only if it is ∇(Fc f )-point transitive.
Remark 3.8. Note that Theorem 3.7 also holds when X is a Polish space. Thus, by
Birkhoff transitivity theorem (that is, a linear operator f on a separable Fre´chet space is
hypercyclic if and only if it is topologically transitive, see [16, Theorem 2.19]), Theo-
rem 3.7 also holds for linear dynamical systems, answering the Problem 1 in [15] in the
framework of hypercyclic operators on a Fre´chet space.
4. MULTI-TRANSITIVITY
It is shown in [5] that we can characterize multi-transitivity by F -transitivity. In this
section, we show that multi-transitivity can be also characterized by F -point transitivity.
Definition 4.1. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) be a vector in
N
r
. We say that (X , f ) is
(1) multi-transitive with respect to the vector a (or briefly a-transitive), if the product
system (X r, f (a)) is transitive where f (a) = f a1 × f a2 ×·· ·× f ar ;
(2) multi-transitive if it is multi-transitive with respect to (1,2, . . . ,n) for any n ∈ N;
(3) strongly multi-transitive if it is multi-transitive with respect to any vector in Nr
and any r ∈ N.
Remark 4.2. The authors in [21] showed that there is no implication between weak mix-
ing and multi-transitivity by constructing two special spacing subshifts, one is a multi-
transitive non-weakly mixing system, and the other is a weakly mixing non-multi-transitive
system. In fact, for every m > 2 they constructed a weakly mixing spacing subshift which
is multi-transitive with respect to (1,2, . . . ,m−1) but not for (1,2, . . . ,m).
Here, we provide another example which is similar to examples in [21] and show that
in general (2,3)-transitivity could not imply (1,2)-transitivity.
Example 4.3. Put P =
⋃
∞
k=1{22k−1,22k−1 + 1, · · · ,22k − 1}. Then the spacing subshift
(ΣP,σP) is (2,3)-transitive but not (1,2)-transitive.
Proof. Fix open cylinders [u(1)]P, [u(2)]P, [v(1)]P and [v(2)]P of ΣP. Without loss of gener-
ality, we assume that there is k ≥ 2 such that t := |u(i)| = |v(i)| = 22k−2 for any i = 1,2,
where |u| denote the length of u. Set s = 22k +22k−3 and define
w(i) = u(i)0(i+1)s−tv(i) for i = 1,2.
Then
[w(i)]P ⊂ (σ
i+1
P )
−s[v(i)]P∩ [u
(i)]P,
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which implies that
[w(1)]P× [w
(2)]P ⊂ (σ
2×σ 3)−s([u(1)]P× [u
(2)]P)∩ ([v
(1)]P× [v
(2)]P).
Follows from definition of w(i), we have
Sp(w(i)) = Sp(u(i))∪Sp(v(i))∪{k− l : (l,k) ∈ Γ},
where Sp(u) denote the set of {| i− j |: ui = u j = 1} and Γ is some subset of
{0,1, . . . ,22k−2−1}×{(i+1)s, . . . ,(i+1)s+ t}.
Then
k− l ∈ {2s− t,2s− t+1, . . . ,3s+ t−1} ⊂ {22k+1,22k−1 +1, . . . ,22k+2−1} ⊂ P,
which implies that [w(i)]P 6= /0 for i = 1,2. Therefore, σ 2×σ 3 is transitive. To finish the
proof it is enough to show that σ ×σ 2 is not transitive. Let U = V = [1]P× [1]P. Note
that if m ∈ P then 2m /∈ P. Then we have (σP×σ 2P)n(U)∩V = /0 for any n ∈ N, which
implies that σ ×σ 2 is not transitive. 
We have defined a new kind of Furstenberg family in [5] generated by a given vector
of Nr as following.
Definition 4.4. Let a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) be a vector in Nr. We define the family generated
by the vector a, denoted by F [a], as
{F ⊂ N : for every n = (n1,n2, . . . ,nr) ∈ Zr+, there exists k ∈ N such that ka+n ∈ F r},
where ka+n = (ka1 +n1,ka2 +n2, . . . ,kar +nr).
Using the family F [a], we obtain the following characterization of multi-transitivity
with respect to a.
Theorem 4.5 ([5]). Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) ∈ Nr. Then
(X , f ) is a-transitive if and only if it is F [a]-transitive.
The following observations are of the family F [a].
Lemma 4.6. For every a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) ∈Nr, F [a] is a proper translation± invariant
family.
Proof. Fix a vector a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) ∈ Nr. Clearly, F [a] a proper family, since /0 6∈
F [a] and N ∈F [a]. Next we show that F [a] is translation ± invariant. Let F ∈F [a]
and n ∈ N. Denote n0 := (n,n, . . . ,n) ∈ Zr+. Then for every n := (n1,n2 . . . ,nr) ∈ Zr+,
there exists k0 ∈ N such that k0a+ n− n0 ∈ Zr+. Since F ∈ F [a], there exists k1 ∈ N
such that k1a+ (k0a+ n− n0) ∈ Fr and so with k = k0 + k1, ka+ n ∈ F r + n0. Thus
F +n ∈F [a]. Similarly, we can show F−n ∈F [a] . 
Lemma 4.7. For every r ≥ 2 and a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) ∈ Nr, 2N 6∈F [a].
Proof. Case 1: a1,a2, . . . ,ar are odd. Pick n = (1,2, . . . ,r) ∈ Zr+. For every k ∈ N, one of
ka1 +1 and ka2 +2 must be odd. Then 2N 6∈F [a].
Case 2: there is at least one even integer in a1,a2, . . . ,ar. Pick n = (1,1, . . . ,1) ∈ Zr+.
For every k ∈ N, ka+n contains some odd component. Then 2N 6∈F [a]. 
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Theorem 4.8. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) ∈ Nr. Then the
following conditions are equivalent.
(1) (X , f ) is a-transitive;
(2) (X , f ) is F [a]-transitive;
(3) (X , f ) is transitive and F [a]-central.
Proof. (1) ⇔ (2) follows from Theorem 4.5.
(2) ⇔ (3) follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 4.6. 
Now applying results in section 3, we show that multi-transitivity can be also charac-
terized by F -point transitivity.
Theorem 4.9. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) ∈ Nr. Then the
following conditions are equivalent.
(1) (X , f ) is a-transitive;
(2) (X , f ) is ∇(F [a])-point transitive;
(3) Trans(X , f ) = Trans∇(F [a])(X , f ) 6= /0.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) follows from Theorem 4.8 and Proposition 3.5.
(2) ⇒ (3) follows from Proposition 3.5.
(3) ⇒ (1) By Proposition 3.5, (X , f ) is transitive and F [a]-central. Then by Lem-
mas 2.3 and 4.6, (X , f ) is F [a]-transitive. Therefore by Theorem 4.8, (X , f ) is a-transitive.

Let F [∞] =
∞⋂
i=1
F [ai], where ai = (1,2, . . . , i) for i ∈ N. Using the family F [∞], we
have the following characterization of multi-transitivity and strong multi-transitivity.
Theorem 4.10 ([5]). Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. Then
(1) (X , f ) is multi-transitive if and only if it is F [∞]-transitive;
(2) (X , f ) is strongly multi-transitive if and only if it is F [∞]-mixing.
By Lemma 4.6, we have that F [∞] is also transition± invariant. Then we obtain a new
characterization of multi-transitivity.
Theorem 4.11. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
(1) (X , f ) is multi-transitive;
(2) (X , f ) is F [∞]-transitive;
(3) (X , f ) is ∇(F [∞])-point transitive.
Proof. (1) ⇔ (2) follows from the definitions and Theorem 4.10.
(2) ⇔ (3) folows from Proposition 3.6 and the fact that F [∞] is transition + invariant.

Let Fsmt = ∇(F [∞]∩Ft). Then we obtain the following characterization of strongly
multi-transitivity.
Theorem 4.12. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
(1) (X , f ) is strongly multi-transitive;
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(2) (X , f ) is weakly mixing and multi-transitive;
(3) (X , f ) is F [∞]-mixing;
(4) (X , f ) is Fsmt -point transitive.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) is trivial.
(2)⇒ (3) Let U1, U2, V1 and V2 be non-empty open subsets of X . Since (X , f ) is weakly
mixing, there exists non-empty open subsets U , V of X such that N f (U,V)⊂N f (U1,V1)∩
N f (U2,V2). Since (X , f ) is multi-transitive, by Theorem 4.11, N f (U,V) ∈F [∞]. Hence,
N f (U1,V1)∩N f (U2,V2) ∈F [∞].
(3) ⇒ (1) follows from Theorem 4.10.
(2) ⇔ (4) follows from Theorems 3.7, 4.11, and the fact that ∇(F [∞])∩∇(Ft) =
∇(F [∞]∩Ft). 
5. ∆-TRANSITIVITY WITH RESPECT TO A VECTOR
In this section, we first discuss some propositions of ∆-transitivity and then provide a
characterization of ∆-transitivity via F -point transitvity.
Definition 5.1. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) be a vector in
N
r
. We say that the system (X , f ) is
(1) ∆-transitive with respect to the vector a (or briefly ∆-a-transitive) if there exists a
point x ∈ X such that (x,x, . . . ,x) is a transitive point of (X r, f (a)).
(2) ∆-transitive if it is ∆-transitive with respect to (1,2, . . . ,n) for all n ∈ N.
Remark 5.2. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. If (X , f ) is ∆-transitive with respect to
(1,1), then there exists a point x∈ X such that {( f n(x), f n(x)) : n ∈N} is dense in X×X .
But {( f n(x), f n(x)) : n ∈ N} is a subset of the diagonal of X ×X . This implies that X
must be a singleton. For this reason, we only discuss the ∆-a-transitive system, where
a ∈ Nr∗ = {(n1,n2, . . . ,nr) ∈ N
r : n1 < n2 < · · ·< nr}.
Proposition 5.3. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) ∈ Nr∗. Then
the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) (X , f ) is ∆-a-transitive;
(2) For every non-empty open subsets U0, U1, . . . ,Ur of X, there exists some n ∈ N
such that
U0∩
r⋂
i=1
f−nai(Ui) 6= /0;
(3) Trans(X r, f (a))∩∆X r 6= /0 is a dense Gδ subset of ∆X r .
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Let U0,U1, . . . ,Ur be non-empty open subsets of X and (x,x, . . . ,x) be
a transitive point of (X r, f (a)). Choose k ∈ N such that y = f k(x) ∈U0. As f a1 × f a2 ×
·· ·× f ar commutes with f × f × ·· · × f , we have (y,y, . . . ,y) is also a transitive point
of (X r, f (a)). Then there exists some n ∈ N such that ( f na1(y), f na2(y), . . . , f nar(y)) ∈
U1×U2×·· ·×Ur, that is
y ∈U0∩
r⋂
i=1
f−nai(Ui).
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(2) ⇒ (3) Let {Bk : k ∈ N} be a countable base of open balls of X . Put
Y =
⋂
(k1,k2,...,kr)∈Nr
⋃
n∈N
r⋂
i=1
f−nai(Bki)
The set
⋃
n∈N
⋂r
i=1 f−nai(Bki) is clear open, and it is dense by (2). Then by Baire category
theorem, Y is a dense Gδ subset of X . Let x ∈ Y and W be a non-empty open subset of
X r. There exists (k1,k2, . . . ,kr) ∈Nr such that Bk1×Bk2 ×·· ·×Bkr ⊂W . By the construc-
tion of Y , there exists n ∈ N such that x ∈
⋂r
i=1 f−nai(Bki), that is ( f na1(x), f na2(x), . . . ,f nar(x)) ∈ Bk1 ×Bk2 × ·· · ×Bkr ⊂W . Then {( f na1(x), f na2(x), . . . , f nar(x)) : n ∈ N} is
dense in X r, i.e., (x,x, . . . ,x) is a transitive point of (X r, f (a)). Therefore, Trans(X r, f (a))∩
∆X r 6= /0 is a dense Gδ subset of ∆X r .
(3) ⇒ (1) is obvious. 
Proposition 5.4. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. If (X , f ) is ∆-transitive, then for every
r ∈ N and a ∈ Nr∗, (X r, f (a)) is also ∆-transitive.
Proof. Let r ∈ N and a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) ∈ Nr∗. Fix an integer n ∈ N. Now we are go-
ing to prove that (X r, f (a)) is ∆-transitive with respect to the vector (1,2, . . . ,n). Let
U (0)1 ,U
(0)
2 , . . . ,U
(0)
r , U
(1)
1 ,U
(1)
2 , . . . ,U
(1)
r , . . . , U
(n)
1 ,U
(n)
2 , . . . ,U
(n)
r be non-empty open sub-
sets of X . For every k ∈ {0,1,2, . . . ,n(Σrt=1at)+nar}, we define a non-empty open subset
Vk of X as
Vk :=
{
U ( j)i , when k = n(Σit=1at)+ jai for some 0≤ j ≤ n and 1≤ i≤ r,
X , otherwise.
We first show that every Vk is well defined. If k can not be represented as the form of
n(Σit=1at) + jai, then Vk = X . If k can be represented as the form of n(Σit=1at) + jai,
then we want to show that this representation is unique. Suppose that there exist i1, i2 ∈
{1,2, . . .r} and j1, j2 ∈ {0,1, . . . ,n} such that n(Σi1t=1at)+ j1ai1 = n(Σi2t=1at)+ j2ai2 . If
i1 > i2, then n(Σi1t=i2+1at)+ j1ai1 = j2ai2 . By the fact n ≥ j2 and ai2+1 > ai2 , we have
n(Σi1t=i2+1at) + j1ai1 ≥ nai2+1 + j1ai1 > j2ai2 , which is a contradiction. Then i1 = i2.
Hence j1ai1 = j2ai2 and then j1 = j2.
By proposition 5.3, there exists some m ∈ N such that
V0∩
n(Σrt=1at)+nar⋂
i=1
f−im(Vi) 6= /0,
which implies that
f−mn(Σit=1at )Vn(Σit=1at)∩
n⋂
j=0
f−m(n(Σit=1at)+ jai)(Vn(Σit=1at)+ jai) 6= /0, for i = 1,2, . . . ,r.
Then
U (0)i ∩
n⋂
j=0
f−m jai(U ( j)i ) 6= /0, for i = 1,2, . . . ,r,
and
(U (0)1 ×U
(0)
2 ×·· ·×U
(0)
r )∩
n⋂
j=0
( f (a))−m j(U ( j)1 ×U ( j)2 ×·· ·×U ( j)r ) 6= /0.
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By Proposition 5.3, (X r, f (a)) is ∆-transitive with respect to the vector (1,2, . . . ,n). 
The following result is essentially contained in [26]. For completeness, we provide a
proof.
Lemma 5.5. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. If (X , f ) is ∆-transitive with respect to
(1,2), then it is weakly mixing.
Proof. Let U and V be two non-empty open subsets of X . To show that (X , f ) is weakly
mixing, it suffices to show that N(U,V )∩N(V,V ) 6= /0. By Proposition 5.3, there exists
n ∈ N such that
U ∩ f−n(V )∩ f−2n(V ) 6= /0.
Then U ∩ f−n(V ) 6= /0 and V ∩ f−n(V ) 6= /0, that is n ∈ N(U,V )∩N(V,V ). 
Example 5.6. For every p > 2, there exists a subshift which is ∆-transitive with respect
to (1,2) but not with respect to (1, p).
Proof. Let Σ2 =
{
x = (xn)
∞
n=−∞ : xn ∈ {0,1}
}
. The two-sided shift σ : Σ2 → Σ2 is defined
by
σ(. . .x−2x−1.x0x1x2 . . .) = . . .x−2x−1x0.x1x2 . . . ,
which is a homeomorphism. We say that a word w=w1w2 . . .wn appears in x∈ Σ2 if there
exists j ∈ Z such that x j+i = wi for i = 1,2, . . . ,n. Let p > 2. Put F = {11}∪{1u1v1 :
(p− 1)(|u|+ 1) = |v|+ 1} and X = {x ∈ Σ2 : if u appears in x, then u is not in F}. It is
clear that X is closed and σ -invariant. We are going to show that (X ,σ |X) is ∆-transitive
with respect to (1,2) but not respect to (1, p).
Let x, y, z ∈ X and k ∈ N. Let u = x−k . . .x0 . . .xk, v = y−k . . .y0 . . .yk and w = z−k . . .
z0 . . .zk. Put [u] = {x′ ∈ X : x′−k . . .x
′
0 . . .x
′
k = u}, [v] = {x
′ ∈ X : x′−k . . .x
′
0 . . .x
′
k = v} and
[w] = {x′ ∈ X : x′−k . . .x
′
0 . . .x
′
k = w}. In the product topology, [u], [v] and [w] are basic
neighborhoods of x,y and z respectively. Consider a point r(n) ∈ Σ2 defined as r(n) =
0∞u0n−2k−1v0n−2k−1w0∞. Then if n is large enough, ones have r(n) ∈ X and r(n) ∈
[u]∩σ−n[v]∩σ−2n[w]. By Proposition 5.3, (X ,σ |X) is ∆-transitive with respect to (1,2).
Now we want to show that (X ,σ |X) is not ∆-transitive with respect to (1, p). Suppose
that there exists some x ∈ X such that {(σ × σ p)n(x,x) : n ∈ N} is dense in X2. Let
W = {y ∈ X : y0 = 1}. Pick a k ∈ N such that y = σ k(x) ∈W . Since σ ×σ p commutes
with σ ×σ , the orbit of (y,y) under σ ×σ p is dense in X2. Then there exists some n ∈ N
such that (σ n(y),σ pn(y))∈W ×W . Thus, y,σ n(y),σ pn(y)∈W , that is y0 = yn = ypn = 1.
This contradicts to the construction of X . Then by Proposition 5.3, (X ,σ |X) is not ∆-
transitive with respect to (1, p). 
Remark 5.7. The full shift is ∆-transitive and there exists a strongly mixing system which
is not ∆-transitive [26]. Then by Proposition 3.1, the collection of ∆-transitive systems
can not be classified by F -transitivity.
Theorem 5.8. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) ∈ Nr∗. Then the
following conditions are equivalent.
(1) (X , f ) is ∆-a-transitive;
(2) (X , f ) is F [a]-point transitive;
(3) TransF [a](X , f ) is residual in X.
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Proof. (1) ⇒ (3) Assume that (X , f ) is ∆-a-transitive. Let {Bk : k ∈ N} be a countable
base of open balls of X . Put
Y =
⋂
(k1,k2,...,kr)∈Nr
⋃
n∈N
r⋂
i=1
f−nai(Bki).
By the proof of Proposition 5.3, Y is a dense Gδ subset of X . Now it suffices to show that
every point in Y is an F [a]-transitive point. Let x ∈ Y , U be a non-empty open subset of
X and n1,n2, . . . ,nr ∈ Z+. There exists (k1,k2, . . . ,kr) ∈ Nr such that
Bk1 ×Bk2 ×·· ·×Bkr ⊂ f−n1(U)× f−n2(U)×·· ·× f−nr(U).
By the construction of Y , there is some k ∈ N such that x ∈ ⋂ri=1 f−kai(Bki), then( f a1k(x), f a2k(x), . . . , f ark(x))∈Bk1×Bk2×·· ·×Bkr ⊂ f−n1(U)× f−n2(U)×·· ·× f−nr(U),
which implies that {a1k+n1,a2k+n2, . . . ,ark+nr} ⊂ N(x,U).
(3) ⇒ (2) is obvious.
(2) ⇒ (1) Let U1, U2, . . . ,Ur be non-empty open subsets of X and x ∈ TransF [a](X , f ).
Applying the transitivity of (X , f ) to the two non-empty open sets Ur−1 and Ur, we pick
an ℓr−1 ∈ N such that
Ur−1∩ f−ℓr−1(Ur) 6= /0.
Now applying the transitivity of (X , f ) to the two non-empty open sets Ur−2 and Ur−1∩
f−ℓr−1(Ur), we pick an ℓr−2 ∈ N such that
Ur−2∩ f−ℓr−2(Ur−1∩ f−ℓr−1(Ur)) 6= /0.
After repeating this process (r−1) times, we obtain a sequence {ℓi}r−1i=1 of positive inte-
gers and
U :=U1∩ f−ℓ1
(
U2∩ f−ℓ2
(
· · ·∩ (Ur−1∩ f−ℓr−1(Ur))
))
=U1∩ f−ℓ1(U2)∩ f−(ℓ1+ℓ2)(U3)∩· · ·∩ f−(ℓ1+ℓ2+···+ℓr−1)(Ur) 6= /0.
Put ℓ := ℓ1 + ℓ2 + · · ·+ ℓr−1. Since N(x,U) ∈ F [a], for positive integers a1ℓ, a2ℓ− ℓ1,
a3ℓ− ℓ1− ℓ2, . . . ,arℓ− ℓ1− ℓ2−·· ·− ℓr−1, there exists k ∈ N such that
{a1k+a1ℓ,a2k+a2ℓ− ℓ1, . . . ,ark+arℓ− ℓ1− ℓ2−·· ·− ℓr−1} ⊂ N(x,U).
Then
f a1k+a1ℓ(x) ∈U1,
f a2k+a2ℓ−ℓ1(x) ∈ f−ℓ1(U2),
. . .
f ark+arℓ−ℓ1−ℓ2−···−ℓr−1(x) ∈ f−(ℓ1+ℓ2+···+ℓr−1)(Ur),
which imply that
( f a1(k+ℓ)(x), f a2(k+ℓ)(x), . . . , f ar(k+ℓ)(x)) ∈U1×U2×·· ·×Ur.
Thus (x,x, . . . ,x) is a transitive point of (X r, f (a)). 
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Recall that F [∞] =
∞⋂
i=1
F [ai], where ai = (1,2, . . . , i) for i ∈ N. We have the following
characterization of ∆-transitivity.
Theorem 5.9. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. Then the following conditions are equiv-
alent.
(1) (X , f ) is ∆-transitive;
(2) (X , f ) is F [∞]-point transitive;
(3) TransF [∞](X , f ) is residual in X.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (3) For every ai, (X , f ) is ∆-transitive with respect to ai. By Theorem 5.8,
TransF [ai](X , f ) is residual in X for every ai. Then
⋂
∞
i=1 TransF [ai](X , f ) is also residual
in X . Now the result follows from the fact
⋂
∞
i=1 TransF [ai](X , f ) = TransF [∞](X , f ).(3) ⇒ (2) is obvious.
(2) ⇒ (1) Let U be a non-empty open subset of X and x ∈ TransF [∞](X , f ). Then
N(x,U) ∈ F [∞], which implies that N(x,U) ∈ F [ai] for every i ∈ N. Hence (X , f ) is
F [ai]-point transitive for every i ∈ N. By Theorem 5.8, it is ∆-transitive. 
Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. Following [27], we say that a subset A of X is a
transitive set if for every pair of non-empty open subsets U,V of X intersecting A, the
set N(A∩U,V ) is non-empty; a recurrent set if for every non-empty open subset U of X
intersecting A, the set N(A∩U,U) is non-empty. It is not hard to see that a closed subset A
of X is a transitive set if and only if (Orb(A, f ), f ) is transitive and Trans(Orb(A, f ), f )∩
A is residual in A, where Orb(A, f ) = ⋃∞n=0 f n(A). The following proposition indicates
that if (X , f ) is ∆-transitive with respect to (1,2, . . . ,n) then ∆n+1 is a transitive set in
(Xn+1, f (n+1)).
Proposition 5.10. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar+1) ∈ Nr+1∗ .
Then Orb(∆X r+1, f (a)) = X r+1 if and only of (X , f ) is ∆-a′-transitive where a′ = (a2 −
a1, . . . ,ar+1−a1).
Proof. Fix non-empty open subsets U0, U1, . . . ,Ur of X and put W =U0×U1× . . .×Ur.
Necessity. Since Orb(∆X r+1, f (a)) = X r+1, there exists n ∈N such that ( f (a))n(∆X r+1)∩
W 6= /0. Thus there exists x∈X such that f nai(x)∈Ui−1, i= 1,2, . . . ,r+1. Put y= f na1(x).
Then
y ∈U0∩
r⋂
i=1
f−n(ai+1−a1)(Ui).
By Proposition 5.3, (X , f ) is ∆-a′-transitive where a′ = (a2−a1, . . . ,ar+1−a1).
Sufficiency. Since (X , f ) is ∆-a′-transitive where a′ = (a2 − a1, . . . ,ar+1 − a1), by
Proposition 5.3, there exists n ∈ N and
y ∈U0∩
r⋂
i=1
f−n(ai+1−a1)(Ui).
Since the map f na1 is surjective, there exists x ∈ X with f na1(x) = y and then
x ∈
r⋂
i=0
f−nai+1(Ui),
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that is ( f (a))n(∆X r+1)∩W 6= /0. Then Orb(∆X r+1, f (a)) = X r+1, since U0, U1, . . . ,Ur are
arbitrary. 
6. MULTI-MINIMALITY WITH RESPECT TO A VECTOR
Definition 6.1. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) ∈ Nr∗. We say
that the system (X , f ) is
(1) multi-minimal with respect to the vector a (or briefly a-minimal) if the product
system (X r, f (a)) is minimal.
(2) multi-minimal if it is multi-minimal with respect to (1,2, . . . ,n) for every n ∈ N.
The fourth question proposed in [21] is the following:
Question 5. Is there any non-trivial characterization of multi-minimality in terms of some
dynamical properties?
In this section, we will answer this question by providing a characterization of multi-
minimality by F -point transitivity. First, we show some basic properties of multi-minimality.
Proposition 6.2. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. Then (X , f ) is multi-minimal if and
only if for every r ∈ N, (X , f r) is multi-minimal.
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. We are left to show the necessity. Fix an integer r ∈N.
We are going to prove that (X , f r) is multi-minimal. Let n ∈ N and an = (1,2, . . . ,n). It
suffices to show that (X , f r) is multi-minimal respect to an, i.e., to show that (Xn,( f r)(an))
is minimal. Since (X , f ) is multi-minimal, (X , f ) is multi-minimal respect to arn, i.e.,
(Xnr, f × f 2×·· ·× f nr) is minimal. Thus (Xn,( f r)(an)) is minimal, since it is a factor of
(Xnr, f (anr)). 
Remark 6.3. The POD (proximal orbit dense) flows are examples of non-periodic multi-
minimal systems (see [21, 22]). There exists a strongly mixing system which is not ∆-
transitive [26], then this system is also not multi-minimal. Hence by Proposition 3.1, the
collection of multi-minimal systems can not be classified by F -transitivity.
Definition 6.4. Let a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) be a vector in Nr. We define the family generated
by the vector a and Fs, denoted by Fs[a], as
{F ⊂ N : for every n1,n2, . . . ,nr ∈ Z+, there exists a syndetic set F ′ ⊂ N
such that a1F ′+n1,a2F ′+n2, . . . ,arF ′+nr ⊂ F}.
Using the family Fs[a], we have the following characterization of multi-minimality
with respect to a.
Theorem 6.5. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system and a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ar) ∈ Nr∗. Then the
following conditions are equivalent.
(1) (X , f ) is multi-minimal with respect to a;
(2) (X , f ) is Fs[a]-point transitive;
(3) TransFs[a](X , f ) = X.
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Proof. (1)⇒ (3) Assume that (X , f ) is multi-minimal with respect to a. Fix a point x∈ X .
We want to show that x is an Fs[a]-transitive point. Let U be a non-empty open subset
of X and n1,n2, . . . ,nr ∈ Z+. Since (X r, f (a)) is minimal, by Lemma 2.5 (x,x, . . . ,x) is an
Fs-transitive point of (X r, f (a)). Then there exists a syndetic set F such that
F ⊂ N f (a)((x,x, . . . ,x), f−n1(U)× f−n2(U)×·· ·× f−nr(U))
= N f a1 (x, f−n1(U))∩N f a2(x, f−n2(U))×·· ·×∩N f ar (x, f−nr(U)),
that is
a1F +n1,a2F +n2, . . . ,arF +nr ⊂ N(x,U).
Thus N(x,U) ∈Fs[a] and x is an Fs[a]-transitive point of (X , f ).
(3) ⇒ (2) is obvious.
(2)⇒ (1) Assume that (X , f ) is Fs[a]-point transitive. Let U1, U2, . . . ,Ur be non-empty
open subsets of X and x ∈ TransFs[a](X , f ). Applying the transitivity of (X , f ) to the two
non-empty open sets Ur−1 and Ur, we pick an ℓr−1 ∈ N such that
Ur−1∩ f−ℓr−1(Ur) 6= /0.
Now applying the transitivity of (X , f ) to the two non-empty open sets Ur−2 and Ur−1∩
f−ℓr−1(Ur), we pick an ℓr−2 ∈ N such that
Ur−2∩ f−ℓr−2(Ur−1∩ f−ℓr−1(Ur)) 6= /0.
After repeating this process (r−1) times, we obtain a sequence {ℓi}r−1i=1 of positive inte-
gers and
U :=U1∩ f−ℓ1
(
U2∩ f−ℓ2
(
· · ·∩ (Ur−1∩ f−ℓr−1(Ur))
))
=U1∩ f−ℓ1(U2)∩ f−(ℓ1+ℓ2)(U3)∩· · ·∩ f−(ℓ1+ℓ2+···+ℓr−1)(Ur) 6= /0.
Put ℓ := ℓ1 + ℓ2 + · · ·+ ℓr−1. Since N f (x,U) ∈Fs[a], for positive integers a1ℓ, a2ℓ− ℓ1,
a3ℓ− ℓ1− ℓ2, . . . ,arℓ− ℓ1− ℓ2−·· ·− ℓr−1, there exists a syndetic set F such that
{a1F +a1ℓ,a2F +a2ℓ− ℓ1, . . . ,arF +arℓ− ℓ1− ℓ2−·· ·− ℓr−1} ⊂ N f (x,U).
Then
a1F +a1ℓ⊂ N f (x,U1),
a2F +a2ℓ− ℓ1 ⊂ N f (x, f−ℓ1(U2)),
. . .
arF +arℓ− ℓ1− ℓ2−·· ·− ℓr−1 ⊂ N f (x, f−(ℓ1+ℓ2+···+ℓr−1)(Ur))
which imply that
F + ℓ⊂ N f (a)((x,x, . . . ,x),U1×U2×·· ·×Ur).
Clearly, F+ℓ is also a syndetic set. Thus (x,x, . . . ,x) is an Fs-transitive point of (X r, f (a)).
By Lemma 2.5, (X r, f (a)) is minimal. 
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Let Fs[∞] =
∞⋂
i=1
Fs[ai] for i ∈ N, where ai = (1,2, . . . , i). It is easy to check that a
subset F of N is in Fs[∞] if and only if for every r ∈ N and every n1,n2, . . . ,nr ∈ Z+,
there exists a syndetic set F ′ such that F ′+ n1,2F ′+ n2, . . . ,rF ′+ nr ⊂ F . We have the
following characterization of multi-minimality.
Theorem 6.6. Let (X , f ) be a dynamical system. Then the following conditions are equiv-
alent.
(1) (X , f ) is multi-minimal;
(2) (X , f ) is Fs[∞]-point transitive;
(3) TransFs[∞](X , f ) = X.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (3) Assume that (X , f ) is multi-minimal. By Theorem 6.5, we have
TransFs[ai](X , f ) = X , for every i ∈ N.
Now the result follows from the fact that
TransFs[∞](X , f ) =
∞⋂
i=1
TransFs[ai](X , f ).
(3) ⇒ (2) is obvious.
(2) ⇒ (1) Assume that (X , f ) is Fs[∞]-point transitive. Let x ∈ TransFs[∞](X , f )
and U be a non-empty open subset of X . Then N(x,U) ∈ Fs[∞], which implies that
N(x,U) ∈Fs[ai] for every i ∈ N. Hence (X , f ) is Fs[ai]-point transitive for every i ∈ N.
By Theorem 6.5, it is multi-minimal. 
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